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From the author’s knowledge, there were researchers [1, 2] attempting to apply litho model directly on layout and derive EPE as the gauge. Unfortunately, that method worked only on “abovewavelength” dimension but failed in all sub-wavelength technology nodes. In sub-wavelength dimension, extremely large EPE variation is formed such that EPE can not provide meaningful information. In fact, mitigating large EPE and enabling prints are reasons why OPC technology was developed.



ABSTRACT This paper derived a method of modeling litho-constrained layout in design stage. The model applies directly on design layout and does not require mask-synthesis steps. Results show we can capture design-relevant litho “hot-spots” within a matter of an hour on a large full-chip data. This method proves that the hotspot information is embedded in original design layout and can be extracted with strong signal. This method enables a designer to correct real hot-spots before tape-out. It provides a mechanism to quantify the sensitivity of layout configuration to lithography printability and to guide OPC to focus on litho-sensitive regions.



Another attempt is to apply ‘rule-based’ or ‘pattern match’ technique to capture hot-spots. Those methods can only apply to foundry pre-known difficult patterns, and can not be used in finding new hot-spots before technology matured. Furthermore, the ‘rule-based’ approaches tend to flag many false violations due to incomplete description of hot-spot pattern variations.



Categories and Subject Descriptors B.7.2 [Integrated Circuits]: Design Aids – layout, verifications.



In this paper we present a solution from a different approach. We do not attempt to simulate EPE, CD or contours. We derive a “conformal” modeling technique that transforms current OPC technology into a high resolution model while retaining hot-spot information. With this method, several advantages are discovered:



General Terms Algorithms, Design, Verification.



Keywords



• For the first time, we can systematically model sensitivity of layout configuration to lithography through simulation. This allows designers to focus on fixing true hot-spots.



OPC, DFM, Lithography, Yield, Design Rules, Modeling.



1. INTRODUCTION Due to advances in sub-wavelength lithography technology, demand of mitigating lithography issues in design-stage is ever increasing. Up-to-date, both academia and industries have attempted to solve this challenge from the post-OPC mindset. That approach simulates post-OPC contour, CD and EPE. To do that, tremendous amount of information are needed from foundry, such as detail retargeting spec, RET/OPC recipe and models. Unfortunately, foundry needs design data to mature its recipes as well and can not provide useable information till very late stage in technology development. The post-OPC approach also requires very long run-time and not suitable for design community. Even if foundry can provide the information upfront, the post-OPC approach becomes very foundry-specific and not suitable for generic design layout corrections. Furthermore, from the author’s experiences, more than 99% of hot-spots captured by the postOPC approach can be resolved in refining recipes and models. We need to find a method to capture true hot-spots those really need design community to correct.



• The method applies directly on design data and does not require any mask-synthesis steps. This reduces runtime significantly and provides a generic simulation method independent of foundry-specific information. The method can be applied to any design without modification. • The method can be used to guide mask synthesis to optimize litho-sensitive region and improve pattern printability. It can also be used as an early indicator for technology developments. In Section 2, we describe the model formulation. Then model optimization and calibration technique for hot-spot detection are discussed in Section 3. We show experimental results and usages in Section 4, and conclude our works in Section 5.



2. MODEL FORMULATION As we mentioned, to efficiently model a litho hot-spot, we need to by-pass OPC/RET mask synthesis step. Failure of developing short-wavelength (e.g., 157nm), high-resolution lithography pushed industry to stay with 193nm stepper. To enable 193nm stepper to print sub-wavelength (e.g., 65nm) node enforced foundry to use OPC/RET to compensate printability.
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Had we have a short-wavelength (e.g., 157nm or below), high resolution stepper, then we do not need to do extensive OPC/RET synthesis. This understanding becomes a formula of our work in
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this paper. Even though, in reality, high-resolution tool does not exist, but it does not prevent us from simulating it.



is needed [4]. If k1 is between 0.65 and 0.5, weak RET is used. For k1 below 0.5, strong RET is required. For example, in 65nm technology using 193nm and NA of 0.85 to print minimum metal width of 90nm, k1 of 0.4 is needed and achieved by strong OPC [5]. In that example, applying a 120nm wavelength will increase k1 back to 0.65. That value can be derived from Equation (1). This theoretical derivation is just a guideline. There are other factors, such as mask type, numerical aperture and illumination scheme can also be considered.



Formulation 1: Applying “high enough” resolution lithography directly on the design pattern, if we find hot-spots, then those hotspots must exist in the current technology and are unfriendly to RET/OPC synthesis. We will discuss the method of deriving the “high-enough” resolution model in Section 3.2, after deriving one more metric to measure hot-spots.



3.2 Model Optimization



Lithography hot-spots come from several sources: Inaccurate model leads to undetectable hot-spot till silicon debug; prematured mask-synthesis recipe (i.e., retargeting, OPC, RET) leads to severe post-OPC hot-spots; and the last, design-style induced un-OPC-able, design-rule indescribable hot-spots that can not be resolved in mask-synthesis or current process technology. We believe the last type is what really needs designer to react and correct.



With this understanding, we select an in-house test-chip layout which has both post-OPC and pre-OPC patterns. We apply different resolution models on the pre-OPC, original layout and extract intensity profiles. Those intensity profiles are then compared with the post-OPC result. Figure 2 shows the comparisons of 193nm (green color), 157nm (yellow color), 120nm (pink color), and 100nm (blue color) model profiles against the post-OPC (red color) profile.



From industry experience, e.g. [3], there was a strong correlation of image contrast to OPC model accuracy. Figure1 (from [3]) illustrates the definition of image contrast.



Figure1. Image Contrast = (Imax – Imin) / (Imax + Imin). In our work, we found that the “un-OPC-able” layout produced low contrast with high contrast-gradient in post-OPC pattern. This finding was used to formula our gauge for “un-OPC-able” pattern. Furthermore, the “un-OPC-able” pattern exists only in minimum design-rule width and spacing.



Figure 2. Intensity Profile Comparisons. Respectively, each intensity profile is normalized to its own intensity value at gauge location coordinate 179. The post-OPC intensity profile shows a “dip” with normalized intensity value of 0.92 at gauge location coordinate 91. That is where we are interested, since it relates to a weak-spot location. Figure 3 is the comparisons of “dip” values with various wavelength models.



Formulation 2: Extract contrasts using “high-enough” resolution model along minimum design-rule line and spacing. For each line (or spacing), search minimum contrast and high contrast-gradient within a proximity range. If the gradient is beyond pre-defined threshold, then it is a “un-OPC-able” pattern. In the next section, we will use an example to derive the optimization method of finding “high-enough” resolution in conjunction with contrast to find “un-OPC-able” hot-spot patterns.



3. METHOD OF MODEL OPTIMIZATION 3.1 Theoretical Derivation Lithography resolution is governed by the Rayleigh criterion:



R = k1 × (λ / NA)



(1)



in which R is the resolution limitation, λ is the wavelength, NA is the numerical aperture, and k1 is the process related factor. From foundry experiences, when k1 is 0.65 or beyond, minor or no RET



Figure 3. Normalized Intensity Comparisons at “Dip” Location.
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The “dip” value is calculated as 1.0 minus normalized intensity value at coordinate 91. The result shows the 120nm model has the highest dip and closest to the post-OPC result. For 193nm or 157nm model, the result is smear; and reducing the wavelength to 100nm will diminish the “dip.” In other words, the 120nm model is the best fit, “high-enough” model for this particular process.



The score cut-off threshold can be determined by foundry from known hot-spot patterns. Another method is to run full-chip simulation and extract hot-spot sensitivity scores sorted against percentage of layout. Design house and foundry can then determine the cut-off threshold value by tracing back from the most sensitive pattern. Figure 6 illustrates this method using a full-chip layout. It is a probability plot of percentage of layout pattern versus the normalized sensitivity score. The higher the score is, the more likely the pattern may fail to print. In this example, if the cut-off threshold is 0.65 (blue color), then 0.5% of layout needs to be corrected. If the cut-off threshold is 0.55 (orange color), then 1% of the layout needs to be corrected.



3.3 Contrast as a Gauge With the derived model, we need to search the signal that has strong correlations to hot-spots. Figure 4 is an OPC-unfriendly pattern. This pattern complies with design rule and has minimum width and spacing. OPC has difficulty to converge and may either cause pinching or bridging at the location marked as X.



Figure 4. A design rule indescribable hot-spot pattern. By applying a “high enough” model, which is described in Section 3, on Figure 4 pattern, we calculate contrast profile along the metal line. On each location (x, y), a contrast is derived by searching the maximum and minimum intensities along the vertical direction. Figure 5 shows the calculated contrast profile.



Figure 6. An example of sensitivity plot of a full chip layout. As described, the model can be derived from theoretical approach and the contrast and contrast-gradient provide strong correlations to hot-spot sensitivity. In other words, the hot-spot information is embedded in original design layout and we have discovered a method to extract it. That is the reason why we can develop a foundry-independent model and apply it directly on design layout. This finding is a key enabler for ultra-fast simulation and several practical usages, which are discussed in Section 4.



4. RESULTS AND USAGES 4.1 Results of Runtime and Hot-spots We compare our method with a mask tapeout flow on a realistic large full-chip. The chip has a die size of 12mm2. Both metal 1 (M1) layer and metal 2 (M2) layer are simulated. The experiments use 10 2.8 GHz CPUs. Table 1 shows the wall time comparisons. Table 1. Wall time comparisons on a 12mm2 chip.



Figure 5. Contrast profile extracted along the metal line. The profile illustrates a minimum contrast with high contrastgradient in proximity. The location of the minimum contrast matches exactly the location of the hot-spot found in Figure 4. This match provides a strong signal correlated to this hot-spot formation. The high contrast-gradient with minimum spacing and width causes OPC segment to oscillate and difficult to converge.



12mm2 chip Using 10 cpus Metal 1



This Method (hrs) 0.83



Mask Tapeout Flow (hrs) 23.16



Speed Up 27.9



Metal 2



0.58



9.84



16.96



The lower the contrast and higher the contrast-gradient is, the more likely OPC will fail. A hot-spot sensitivity score system can then be built based on this signal. For instance, the sensitivity score can be the value of contrast-gradient normalized by a predefined value.



The result shows our method can run within an hour and achieve more than 20X speedup from a mask tapeout flow. The number of hot-spots are in the order of tens and therefore suitable for designer to correct without impact of time-to-market. One example of the captured hot-spot is shown in Figure 7. It
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highlights the low contrast between line-end to line-end structures and may cause high-MEEF induced bridging.



high contrast-gradient region in yellow color. This pattern is not a “hot-spot”, since there is spacing for correction. However, this finding can guide OPC recipe to focus on this area and develop more aggressive OPC to prevent pinching.



Figure 7. A un-OPC-able pattern.



4.2 Usages in Yield Improvement, Gauging Design Health and Guiding OPC Synthesis



Figure 10. A high sensitive region needs aggressive OPC.



One usage of this work is to improve lithography yield in design stage by correcting layout from the most sensitive pattern. Using Figure 6 as an example, the highest sensitive score corresponds to the pattern in Figure 8. Designers can then choose to correct the most sensitive pattern first to improve the yield.



5. CONCLUSIONS We have demonstrated that the hot-spot information is embedded in design layout and can be extracted by the technique developed in this paper. This fast modeling technique has been successfully applied to real-world full-chip layouts. Its simulation wall time is within an hour on a large 12mm2 chip using 10cpus. It captures true hotspots. It can be used in yield improvement, gauging design health and guiding OPC development. The technique has no drawbacks existed in post-OPC and rule-based approaches. This modeling technique can be viewed as a “conformal” modeling technique. It transforms current OPC technology into a high resolution model and retains hot-spot information. Once the high resolution model is built, it can be applied to any design layout without modification. Furthermore, this model can be considered as a generic simulation model independent of foundryspecific information, as long as the same technology node is applied. We would like to emphasize again that this technique is not aimed to capture all the post mask synthesis violations. Most of those violations can be corrected by refining mask synthesis recipes. This technique is used to capture true OPC unfriendly patterns that require designers’ interventions.



Figure 8. The most sensitive pattern in Figure 6. Another usage is to compare the health of different chips. For example, Figure 9 illustrates two different chips with different spread of sensitivity.



6. REFERENCES [1] Sengupta, C. An Integrated CAD Framework Linking VLSI Layout Editors and Process Simulators. M.S. Dissertation, Rice University, 1998. [2] Mitra, J., Yu, P., and Pan, D. RADAR: RET-aware detailed routing using fast lithography simulations. DAC 2005, 369372. [3] Kallingal, C., and Chen, N. Correlation between OPC model accuracy and image parameters. Proc. SPIE 6349, 2006, 63494M1-9.



Figure 9. Comparisons of chips sensitivity score-spreading. In Figure 9, Chip1 (red-color) has narrower spread than Chip2 (green color), such that Chip1 can have better lithography yield or reliability than Chip2.



[4] Borodovsky, Y. Marching to the beat of Moore’s law. Proc. SPIE 6153, 2006, 615301-615319. [5] Cheng, Y., Chou, Y., Hou, Y., Lu, B., and Yang, C. Feasibility study of 45nm metal patterning with 0.93 NA. Proc. SPIE 6520, 2007, 65204J1-8.



The third usage is to guide OPC/RET synthesis recipe optimization. For instance, Figure 10 shows a pattern with the
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